Characterization of highly diverse viral populations by fast reference selection
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Ability to characterize genetic composition of viral populations is critical to the selection of
effective treatment of various viral infections. Previous studies [1-9] have shown that many
viruses including Dengue, HCV, HIV, Influenza, Polio and West Nile all maintain diverse
populations within a single host. Genome wide deep sequencing can be used to detect low
frequency variants resistant to various drug treatments in such heterogeneous viral population.
The sequencing data can be aligned to a reference for variant detection, but the use of a
reference genome that is too genetically distant from the sample population may yield
inaccurate read alignments and substantial data loss; both factors decrease the ability to detect
biological variants [10,11]. Because viral consensus can vary substantially between patients,
using of any fixed reference may be problematic, and it may be difficult to choose reference
from existing ones that allows good alignment of reads [2,12]. One solution is to start the
analysis by de novo assembly of each patient sample, allowing use of the patient consensus as
the reference for variant detection [2]. Standard de novo assemblers are highly optimized for
long homogeneous genomes and show poor performance in comparison to specially designed
ones, like VICUNA [13]. VICUNA can produce good assemblies, but preliminary read
filtering is needed for best performance, which involves computing of similarity of all reads to
reference MSA. Still, contamination, presence of chimerical reads and unevenness of genome
coverage due to PCR amplification of target DNA needed for clinical samples may
significantly decrease performance of de novo assembly. VICUNA also failed to assemble
viral metagenomes: reads from different genomes should be separated by mapping to
appropriate reference sequences [18].

In our research we propose alternative solution mainly based on read mapping to selected
reference, but also performing local de novo assembly in highly variable regions. First, one or
more references, closest to sample population, are selected from given reference MSA using
fast read localization algorithm and overlap-layout-consensus like contig assembly. All reads
are assigned to selected references allowing one read to be assigned to multiple references. On
second step we use read mapping to built whole-genome consensus sequences and reassemble
regions with poor alignment. When final consensus sequences are ready all reads are remapped
and resulting alignments can be used for variant calling and further analysis.
Read mapping. Most existing aligners utilize hashing algorithms [14] or the
Burrows-Wheeler transform [15,16] to search exact matches as their first step. We use hashing
approach: to map read we first quickly localize it on genome using hash-table storing all short
k-mers of genome with their genome positions and then use Smith-Waterman algorithm to
precisely align read to previously found location. We’ve extended this approach to MSA,
allowing fast read localization on reference MSA without slow alignment step.
Reference selection. Sample viral population may contain two or more distant subpopulations.
Thus, we search for a minimal set of references, which pairwise identity is less than given
threshold and all reads in the sample have identity above the same threshold to at least one
reference from this set. To select references we first localize all reads on reference MSA, then
cluster closely localized reads with corresponding genome fragments using Uclust [17] with
given similarity threshold, build consensus sequences in each cluster (short contigs) and merge
them to longer contigs by traversing overlap graph built on short contigs.
Genome-wide viral population consensus building. Selected references may still be too far
from sample viral subpopulations. To build closer reference, all reads are mapped to
corresponding references and consensus sequences are built for each reference. This procedure
can be repeated multiple times, but we found two iterations to be enough for convergence.
Then we cut regions with low quality read alignment and reassemble them by greedy
algorithm, which join one nucleotide at a time to both edges of the cut using reads already
mapped to the edges but having unmapped parts hanging down.
Performance on clinical samples. We tested our method on 51 samples obtained using

Illumina MiSeq from clinical samples of HIV-1 infected patients. These data were provided by
the Retroviridae Lentivirus group at the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute and can be obtained
from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra (submission number ERA012006). Consensus
sequences were built using our algorithm for all samples using HXB2 as initial reference and
compared with de novo assembled VICUNA contigs. Our assemblies have very high identity
with vicuna contigs (more than 98%) and usually cover larger part of reference genome in case
of low total coverage (Fig. 1).

We also tested our reference selection method using the same data: optimal references were
selected from Viral Genotyping Tool HIV-1 2009 Reference Set. From 51 samples being tested
for 1 sample with extremely high contamination reference was not selected at all, for 41
samples one sequence was selected, for remaining 9 – two sequences. Viral genotypes were
identified from selected references and compared to genotypes of references closest to the
assemblies discussed earlier in the same reference set. For 38 samples genotypes are the same,
in 4 cases genotypes are different, in 8 cases genotype of one of two selected references
coincide with assembly genotype. According to Viral Genotyping Tool these 12 samples have
complex recombinant genotype, making it possible to assume these samples to be mixes of
different genotypes.
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